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Field of expertise (ECIA) # 
I 05 Identification and validation of information sources 14 
I 04 Contents and knowledge management 10 
I 02 Understanding the LIS environment 7 
I 07 Information seeking 6 
I 01 Relations with users and clients 5 
I 10 Material handling of documents 1 
I 06 Analysis and representation of information 1 
I 12 Conception of products and services 1 
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I 05 Identification and validation of
information sources
I 04 Contents and knowledge
management
I 02 Understanding the LIS
environment
I 07 Information seeking
I 01 Relations with users and clients
I 10 Material handling of documents
I 06 Analysis and representation of
information
I 12 Conception of products and
services

















Level 2 Knowledge of practice or
techniques
Level 3 Effective use of tools
Level 4 Effective use of
methodology
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Group C - Communication
Group I - Information
Group M - Management
Group S - Other scientific
knowledge
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